
OMEGA SPEEDMASTER AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH DAY DATE

Discover the Speedmaster Date / Day-Date Chronograph 40 mm Day-Date Watch - !.

This Speedmaster Day-Date  A colored button indicates if the cookies are active red , or inactive grey. People
who did not fancy a manual wound Omega Speedmaster Professional with Hesalite crystal had a number of
options to buy a Speedmaster with an automatic movement and a sapphire crystal instead. This particular
Omega Speedmaster Day-Date has reference  They include, for example, cookies that enable you to log into
secure areas of the Website. On the outside, the case back has the Seahorse logo embossed as well as the
Speedmaster wording. You may change the settings to activate or deactivate each category of cookies. A
modern interpretation of the Speedmaster Professional perhaps. These cookies do not collect information that
identifies you. On the left side of the case, you will see the corrector for the date. The Valjoux is a dedicated
chronograph movement, whereas the Speedmaster Reduced uses a so-called piggybacking movement. It is
also being referred to as the Speedmaster Mk40 or TDate. Another well-known variation is the Speedmaster
Day-Date Mk40  This Speedmaster Day-Date Mk40 has a diameter of 39mm, without the crown. These
cookies allow us to collect information about how visitors use the Website, for example to count visitors and
to see how visitors move around the Website. To find out more about cookies, please also see our Cookie
Notice. The TDate stands for Triple Date of course and Mk40 is a nod to the Mark series watches with their
day and date indicators. If there are no papers with the watch, you can request an extract of the archive at
Omega in Switzerland using this serial number as well as the case  This helps us to improve the way the
Website works. Close cookies settings Click on each button to activate or deactivate the use of each type of
cookies.


